Metasurfaces mold the flow of classical light waves by engineering sub-wavelength patterns from dielectric or metallic thin films. We describe and analyze a method in which quantum operator-valued reflectivity can be used to control both spatio-temporal and quantum properties of transmitted and reflected light. Such a quantum metasurface is realized by preparing and manipulating entangled superposition states of atomically thin reflectors. Specifically, we show that such a system allows for massively parallel quantum operations between atoms and photons and for the generation of highly non-classical states of light, including photonic GHZ and cluster states suitable for quantum information processing. We analyze the influence of imperfections and decoherence, as well as specific implementations based on atom arrays excited into Rydberg states. Finally, the extension to quantum metamaterials and emulations of quantum gravitational background for light are discussed.
Recently, significant effort has been directed toward structuring classical light waves using spatial light modulators and metasurfaces [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Such structured light has many potential applications, ranging from micro-machining to manipulating particles [6] [7] [8] [9] . Further, it can affect interactions in nonlinear optical systems [10] . While previous efforts focus on structuring the spatial or temporal properties of the light [11] , we explore whether the quantum properties of light can be efficiently controlled in a similar manner. Apart from fundamental significance, such a technique could have important practical applications in fields ranging from quantum information processing and communication to metrology.
In this article, we introduce and analyze a method in which quantum operator-valued reflectivity can be used to control both spatio-temporal and quantum properties of transmitted and reflected light. Such quantum metasurfaces are realized by preparing and manipulating entangled states of atomically thin reflectors made of atom arrays and scattering light from it. This approach enables a cavityfree multi-mode optical scheme for highly parallel quantum operations on multiple photonic qubits. In particular, we analyze a protocol for preparing highly entangled photonic states relevant for quantum information and describe a method for quantum control over specific spatial modes of the light.
Key idea & proposed realization
The key idea of this work can be understood by considering a two dimensional array of N atoms placed with sub-wavelength spacing in the xy plane (Fig. 1) . Such an array can act as an atomically thin mirror for the incident light tuned close to the |g → |e atomic transition. Near-perfect reflectivity originates from cooperative resonances arising from the dipole-dipole interaction between atoms resulting in collective scattering by the array [12, 13] . Note that the scattering pattern of the weak incoming light can be effectively engineered via controlled variation of the atomic positions [13] , in direct analogy to classical metasurfaces.
To realize a quantum metasurface, we consider an array prepared in superposition of states with different reflectivity. In such a case, the conditional reflection directly results in atom-photon entanglement and allows for generating and controlling quantum states of light. To illustrate the main idea, we introduce collective atomic states which are either reflective, since they are coupled (|C ) to the light tuned to the collective |g → |e atomic transition, or transparent, since they are uncoupled (|U ) to the latter. We consider an atomic array prepared in the quantum state |ψ QMS = Electronic levels for EIT implementation of a two photon cascade configuration where a control field tuned to the |e → |r transition is applied, resulting in a transparent array to light tuned to the collective |g → |e transition. If |r is shifted due to the interaction with an ancilla, the EIT condition is not fulfilled and the quantum metasurface is reflective. (c) Numerical calculation of the electric field distribution after scattering from the quantum metasurface in the coupled (right) and uncoupled (left) state. (d) Effect of finite array: fidelity of light cat state calculated after the projective measurement of the quantum metasurface state (see SI), as a function of the atom array length (for spacing of 0.2λ and gaussian beam waist of 1.56λ). the first mode is right propagating and the second mode is left propagating, then the scattering results in the final state:
where r and t are the reflection and transmission coefficients identified with the linear response of the atom array. In particular, when the light is tuned to the cooperative resonance of an infinite array, the perfect conditional reflectivity yields the entangled state: |Ψ = 1 √ 2
(|U ⊗ |α, 0 + |C ⊗ |0, −α ) (see Fig. 1 ). Further control can be obtained by measuring the state of the array. Specifically, a projective measurement in the basis of entangled states 1 √ 2 (|U ± |C projects the conditionally scattered light into odd and even cat states for the light
The key element of this scheme involves preparation [14] , manipulation, and measurement of quantum superposition states of the metasurface. These can be implemented by using atom excitation into the Rydberg states. As a specific example, we consider atom array excitation using a two-photon cascade configuration (see Fig. 1b ): from a ground state |g to a Rydberg state |r via an excited state |e . When a weak (quantum) probe field and a strong (classical) control field are resonant with respective |g → |e and |e → |r transitions, the array is transparent due to electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), realizing |U . In order to control its reflectivity, a proximal ancillary, individually controlled atom can be used: if such an atom is prepared in its ground state |g , it does not affect the array. However if this atom is prepared in a Rydberg state |r , due to the Rydberg blockade effect it can eliminate EIT for the array atoms and make it highly reflective by shifting the |r level out of resonance required for the EIT condition (see Fig. 1b ). In such a case the array is in its reflective state (|C ) (see Fig. 1c ). Using this approach, the superposition is realized by preparing the ancillary atom in the superposition
(|g + |r ), while the measurement correspond to ancila measurement in the appropriate basis. While these considerations are strictly valid in the case of infinite arrays, as discussed below, in practice control over atom arrays of modest size is sufficient to produce relatively large catlike states with high fidelity (Fig. 1d) . At the same time, by appropriate choice of levels |r , |r , Rydberg blockade can be enabled over > 30µm length scales [15, 16] .
Specifically, we consider the collective effect of the atoms, as their proximity allows dominant dipole-dipole interactions for the |g → |e transition. The reflection coefficient arising from the collective response of the array is given by:
where ∆, Γ are cooperative corrections to the detuning (δ) and decay rate (γ) associated with individual atoms (see SI for details). δ r is the detuning from the Rydberg state |r , and Ω p is the Rabi frequency of the control field tuned close to the |e → |r transition. The above expression accounts both for the collective effects arising from the dipole-dipole interactions within the atom array, as well as for the shift of the Rydberg level induced by the ancilla (V).
Let us consider a situation where the incident field is tuned to the cooperative ressonance, i.e. δ = ∆, the frequency of the pump field is chosen accordingly to match the two photon resonance (δ r = 0). If the ancilla is in |g resulting in V = 0 for all atoms, then Eq. (2) fulfills the EIT condition and the array is in its transparent state |U , realizing r = 0. If the ancilla is in |r it induces a shift of the Rydberg level V that can eliminate the EIT.
, which on resonance results in the collective mirror state |C , realizing
for all atoms, namely larger than the EIT window of the collective resonance, the reflection coefficient is:
Thus, the correction from the two photon process is negligible and the collective state of the array is highly reflective (|C ). Thus, the reflection coefficient in Eq. (2) is conditioned on the ancilla state.
It is important to note that V is inhomogeneous within the array, however, for the specific collective states we are interested in, it is sufficient to fulfill the above equality for the minimal V. Before proceeding we note that the present method is a generalization of corresponding techniques realized with single atoms in cavities or waveguides [17, 18] . By allowing to combine intrinsic atom-photon entanglement mechanism with powerful techniques for shaping light propagation in free space, we now show how quantum states of multi-mode light fields can be controlled using quantum metasurfaces.
Photon state control via quantum metasurface
To illustrate the key idea of photon state control we first consider photonic qubits encoded in the propagation direction of single photons -either right (|0 ) or left (|1 ). The free space allows us to utilize multiple qubits by exploiting the different transverse modes. In particular, for light propagating in the z direction the natural modes can be labeled by the transverse momentum (k ⊥ ) and are defined by the electric field modes E(r, z) = E k ⊥ e ±ikz+ik ⊥ r dk ⊥ , where k ⊥ is within the diffraction limit.
Parallel quantum gate operations between the collective states of the atom array and photonic qubits can be employed in preparation protocols of highly entangled photonic states, which are sources for quantum communication and quantum computation [19] [20] [21] [22] . In these protocols, photonic qubits entangle with the quantum metasurface, which is then measured in a state that projects the system onto a desired photonic entangled state.
One example for information processing is a parallel CNOT gate. Here the photons that encode the quantum information are defined by specific transverse momentum (m). We initially prepare the quantum metasurface in the state:
(|U + |C ). A parallel CNOT gate is realized between the quantum metasurface and m photonic qubits, each with defined transverse momentum (k ⊥ ), by scattering from the array. This is followed by a projective measurement of the quantum metasurface in the state:
(|U + |C ) which projects the system to a photonic GHZ state. (see Fig. 2c ).
This parallel gate can serve in preparation protocols of matrix product states, which involve scattering of photons in a sequential process, that can be employed with the quantum metasurface.
As a second example, we consider preparing strong correlations of photonic tensor network states, and in particular for preparing a tree cluster state (Fig. 2b,d ). The graph representation (Fig  2b) presents a tree cluster states where specific single qubits are each connected to six others. These types of entangled states are important for overcoming photon loss errors [23] , as part of quantum error correction schemes and can serve as a basic building block to a more general entangled state which is related to holographic high energy theories [24] . The protocol starts by initializing the quan- (|U + |C ) state. After scattering a single photon, a Hadamard gate on the metasurface is applied (e.g. by driving the ancilla qubit with a π-pulse) and six new photons are launched to scatter from the quantum metasurface. Following a Hadamard gate on the ancilla, the second photon is re-scattered from the quantum metasurface for creating the desired correlations. This is followed by another Hadamard on the ancilla and scattering of five new photons from the quantum metasurface, which become entangled with the second photonic qubit. This procedure, consists of rescattering specific photons from the quantum metasurface which can be implemented by spatial light modulators that are placed on both sides of the array to control the reflection of specific transverse modes, that need to be re-scattered (see Supplementary Information).
Importantly, for any given protocol, the quantum information can be imprinted on any other property of the photonic qubits (flying qubits) after the scattering, and relocalized to the same optical path for further processing, by conventional linear optics (see Supplementary Information).
The above protocols exploit the collective coupled and uncoupled states of the quantum metasurface. Since the state of the quantum metasurface controls the reflectivity of the photons in different modes, it allows realization of controlled multiqubit gate of the form:
where V k ⊥ is a unitary that depends on the scattering properties of the transverse mode k ⊥ from a quantum metasurface in state |Φ . In the Supplementary Information we describe how to prepare a collective state which is reflective to specific transverse modes and transparent to others. This enables quantum control over specific photonic qubits, by preparing superpositions of mirror and non-mirror states for the different transverse modes. Analogous to a classical spatial light modulator (SLM) that gives a specific phase or amplitude to specific transverse modes, the quantum metasurface controls quantum gate operations for specific transverse modes, enabling manipulation of both spatial structure and quantum properties of the photonic state.
Implementation, imperfections, and decoherence
We now discuss a specific realization of a quantum metasurface by an array of trapped neutral atoms [25] [26] [27] whose many-body state can be manipulated by exploiting Rydberg interactions (see Supplementary Information) [28, 29] .
To realize the collective effect of the quantum metasurface atoms have to be trapped at distances that are smaller than the wavelength of the incident light. For trapping with optical tweezers the minimal spacing between atoms is above the diffraction limit. However, this requirement can be met by using, for example, 171 Yb which has a telecom transition of 1389nm and was recently trapped in optical tweezers using a laser of 470nm [30] . This enables the following realization of the electronic levels: |g ≡ 6s6p 3 P 0 and |e ≡ 5d6s 3 D 1 .
The photonic state fidelity is directly affected by the atom array quality. For the EIT implementation, we estimate the error in the reflection coefficient r, given by Eq. (2). The latter grows inversely with the shift of the Rydberg level induced by the ancilla, which is not uniform within the array (which is µm scale). For the photonic cat state generation the resulting fidelity is
where |ψ f 0 is the perfect photonic cat state. Imperfect projective measurement and the decoherence of the ancilla also affect the fidelity. Errors associated with imperfect preparation of atomic states or missing atoms (resulting from unsuccessful trapping) result in different scattering properties. | ψ f 0 |ψ f | 2 for different percentages of missing atoms is presented in Fig. 3b . For less than 2% of missing atoms, which is a typical error in the experimental systems [28, 31] , the light state fidelity is still higher than 0.965.
Outlook
The above considerations can be extended by combining techniques of classical metasurfaces for controlling the light degrees of freedom, such as angular momentum or polarization [32] . Our analysis can be further extended to interactions between photons beyond the weak field limit [33, 34] . This work can also serve as the basis for quantum metamaterials and quantum transformation optics. Similar to their classical counterpart [3, 35] these can be realized with systems of different dimensionality. Finally, we note that other possible experimental realizations including excitons in atomically thin semiconductors, such as transition metal dichalcogenides [36] [37] [38] can also be explored to realize quantum metasurfaces.
Quantum metamaterials and metasurfaces also offer an intriguing possibility for studying analogue systems for quantum gravity. Classically, the propagation of light in a dielectric maps mathematically to motion on a space-time background, thus engineering a specific permittivity distribution which creates an analogue system for curved space [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . The present analysis shows how one can obtain quantum control of the background itself. Thus quantum metasurfaces described here can be viewed as being analogous to a gravitational background that is itself in a quantum state. While no full theory of quantum gravity is yet fully developed, quantum metamaterials offer a novel framework to study analogues to explore consequences of possible quantum gravitational effects, such as quantum fluctuations of the gravitational background [44, 45] or superpositions of background metrics [46] in a table-top system.
I. SUPERPOSITION OF REFLECTIVITY
The unitary transformation of a beam splitter for the two mode coherent state is:
Where the first and second mode of the coherent state are right and left propagating modes: |α R , α L . The operator realized by scattering from the quantum metasurface:
where r c , r u ,t c , t u , are the reflection and transmission coefficient for the coupled state, and uncoupled state respectively. To prepare cat states for the light the quantum metasurface is prepared in the state:
(|U + |C ). Scattering from the array results in the entangled state:
Projection measurement of the quantum metasurface in the basis: |U ± |C , projects the system to odd and even light cat states.Û from Eq. (4) in the main text is a generalization of Eq. (S2) for a general state of the quantum metasurface, where V depends on the specific scattering parameters.
II. FIDELITY CALCULATION FOR LIGHT STATE
We calculate the fidelity of the final multiple mode coherent state of the light, in which the system is projected to after measuring the atom array state (assuming successful projection). An initial coherent state:
is launched in perpendicular to the array and scatter from the coupled state. The scattering results in the final state: |tα, rα, ψ sc , where r,t are complex numbers that relate the reflected and transmitted beam to the incident beam, and ψ sc describes scattering to other modes. The amplitude and phase of the reflection coefficient are extracted from the numerical calculation of the scattered field, by fitting to a gaussian beam. After measuring the atom array state:
(|U + |C ) the system is projected to a light cat state:
with fidelity:
By using the expression for the overlap of coherent states: α|β = e − 1 2 |α−β| 2 , we calculate the fidelity, which scales exponentially with |α| 2 .
The fidelity for different array sizes is presented in Fig. 1d in the main text, for a gaussian beam with waist of 1.56λ, where λ is the wavelength. We extract t and r, for the coupled state, by fitting to a gaussian profile and assume that the transmission is perfect for the uncoupled state. The error bars in Fig. 1d are resulted by the accuracy of fitting to a gaussian beam. In all the fidelity calculations we assume the spacing between atoms is 0.2λ and the decay rate from the excited level is γ = 24MHz. For calculating the Fidelity for the case of errors of missing atoms as displayed in Fig. 3b , we assume the reflected beam maintains its gaussian spatial structure, and average over different error realizations. Each data point in Fig. 3b is an average over the number of realizations necessary for numerical convergence. Due to imperfections in the array the light is also scattered to directions that are not perpendicular to the array, resulting in the final state |tα, rα, ψ sc .
III. SELF-CONSISTENT EQUATION FOR THE POLARIZABILITY
To calculate the linear response of the quantum metasurface to light tuned close to the |g → |e transition, we consider the dipole-dipole interaction between the atoms which is described by the term:
Where i, j are the atoms indices and G(r i , r j ) is the dyadic green function [1] which describes the exchange of radiation between the atoms:
Eq. (S7) in non-Hermitian as G is complex, where the real part describes the dipole-dipole interaction and the imaginary part describes the collective relaxation. Since we focus on linear response to the field, we can use the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian without the need to add quantum Langevin noises. k is the wavenumber, r = |r i − r j |, and r d is the projection of r = r i − r j on the direction of the dipole matrix element. The total electric field is the sum of the incident and the scattered field:
Where λ is the wavelength, α is the permittivity, and 0 is the vacuum permittivity. As done in [2] from Eq. (S9) we find the self-consistent equation for the polarizability, by calculating the electric field in the location of the atoms. Taking r = r j , and recalling the linear relation between the polarizability and the electric field P = αE:
We use Eq. (S9) to calculate the scattered field from the polarizability built on the atoms, resulting in the results displayed in Fig. 1d .
IV. ELECTROMAGNETICALLY INDUCED TRANSPARENCY FOR THE COLLECTIVE RESONANCE
We hereby calculate the effective permittivity for light tuned to the |g → |e transition for the cascade three level system in Fig 1b. The non-hermitian Hamiltonian of the array is:
where 1,2 is an external electric field and µ 1,2 is the dipole matrix element relevant to the dipole allowed transitions. In the last term G is the dyadic green function. In the situation where the system starts in the ground state and the probe field (tuned to the |g → |e resonance) is weak, we can treat the system by adding terms to incorporate decay channels from |r and |e defining G(r i , r j ). We transform the Hamiltonian to the basis of collective excitations with defined momentum:
(with σ re,i + = |r i e| i ), and k = ∑ i 1 e −k ⊥ r i , where k ⊥ is the transverse momentum as defined before. We define the wavefunction as: |ψ = c g (t) |g ⊗N + c e,k (t) |e k + c r,k (t) |r k . We assume the probe field is weak and the excited level |e k , and Rydberg level |r k populations are small and solve the Schrodinger equation (assuming small quantum jumps). We then transform to the rotating frame:c e,k (t) = c e,k (t)e −iν 1 t ,c r,k (t) = c r,k (t)e i(ν 2 t−ν 1 t) , writing the coupled equations for the coefficients c g (t), c e,k (t), c r,k (t):ċ
The detuning and the decay rates of the collective excitations has corrections relative to the bare atom permittivity. Specifically, these depend on the momentum: 
V is caused by Rydberg interaction induced by the ancilla. It is important to note that V is inhomogeneous within the array. However for the specific collective states in interest, it is sufficient to assume V in homogeneous.
We solve equations Eqs. (S13)-(S15) for a weak field probe assuming the population is mostly in the ground state, and derive the coherence: ρ eg,k = c g * c e,k :
The effective permittivity is propotional to the coherence:
We rewrite Eq. (S17) in order to see the effect of the two photon resonance:
The first term in Eq. (S18) is the collective single photon resonance (which gives rise to the perfect mirror effect for the right detuning) and the second is the two photon resonance, which is affected by the shift of the Rydberg level.
We are interested in the reflection coefficient for the collective states |U and |C . For both cases we assume the probe light is tuned to the collective resonance: δ − ∆ k = 0, and that δ r = 0 and γ r = 0.
If the ancilla is in the |g state, then V = 0 and |U is realized as the EIT condition is fulfilled. In this case α e f f = 0, resulting in a transparent array (with reflection coefficient r = 0).
If the ancilla is in the |g state, realizing V
for all atoms, then |C is realized. This results in a collective permittivity that agrees with [2] with the correction:
V this term is negligible and the collective resonance gives a mirror effect.
We rewrite Eq. (S17) with the spontaneous emission rate γ = |µ| 2 k 3 3π 0h
, and derive the reflection coefficient in (Eq. (2)) in the main text by scattering theory (presented in section 2.3 in [2] ), for the above two cases, and for light launched perpendicular to the array.
V. QUANTUM INFORMATION WITH QUANTUM METASURFACES
Here we present a concretequantum optical scenario in which the quantum metasurface realizes a unitaryÛ which applies controlled multiqubit gates on photonic qubits, which are defined as right (|0 ) or left (|1 ) propagating. For relocalizing the quantum information after the scattering the transmitted photons to the right side of the quantum metasurface are transmitted through a half-waveplate that converts the handedness of their polarization. By mirrors and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) the quantum information can be relocalized to the negative z direction (See Fig. S1 ).
As the quantum metasurface realizes the unitaryÛ in Eq. (4) it can be used as an ancilla to prepare highly entangled states for photons. For convenience we define:
A one-dimensional cluster state is realized by:
WhereĤ QMS is a global Hadamard on the quantum metsurface, andX QMS,k ⊥ is a CNOT on the qubit k ⊥ where the quantum metsurface is the controlled qubit. We further extend the gate to a parallel CNOT gate on multiple qubits:
FIG. S1. Quantum optical scenario with the quantum metasurface. The quantum metasurface apply multi qubit gates on photonic qubits by scattering. For relocalizing the quantum information after the scattering, the transmitted photons to the right side of the quantum metasurface are transmitted through a halfwaveplate that converts the handedness of their polarization. After the information is encoded on the polarization, the photons are relocalize to the negative z direction by mirrors and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS).X
To prepare a GHZ state:
We then measure the quantum metasurface in the state |+ QMS to prepare the photonic GHZ state (Fig. 2c in the main text) .
VI. ATOMIC EXCITATIONS WITH DEFINED MOMENTUM
In order to exploit additional degrees of freedom of the quantum metasurface Hilbert space we discuss superpositions of distinct atomic state. We assume that each atom has three electronic levels (see Fig. S2a ): two metastable states (|g 1 , |g 2 ) and an excited state |e with radiative transitions to |g 1 , while |g 2 is far detuned from the incident light tuned close to the |g 1 → |e transition. Thus, atoms in |g 1 are coupled (with bare permittivity α 0 ), whereas atoms in |g 2 are uncoupled to the radiative transition. As a simple example, by preparing the array in the macroscopic superposition of distinct atomic states:
States with spatial variation of |g 1 or |g 2 population, can control the reflectivity properties of the quantum metasurface. Spatial-structured states with crystalline order were demonstrated in [3] , and can be described by a range of atomic momentum. We give an example of collective states that are reflective to specific transverse modes and transparent to others. We focus on states with one atomic wavevector |K a , which realize periodic modifications of the classical bare permittivity: 
In the limit of infinite array the polarizability in momentum space is (Eq. (S10):
Where the Fourier transform is defined on atom locations:
e ik ⊥ r n P(r n ) (where r n is the location of the n atom). Specifically, for α i defined by Eq. (S23):
here, G is the Fourier transform of Green's function G(k, r i , r j ). Generally, the green function couples different k ⊥ s. We calculate the effective permittivity (which relates the incoming field E 0 to the polarizability built on the atoms (P)) in the basis of the eigen-functions, for which the dyadic green function is diagonal (u m ). We derive the polarizability:
where f mk ⊥ = ∑ i u m e −ik ⊥ r i dr i . The approximate sign appears due to the neglection of off diagonal terms that are numerically orders of magnitude smaller than diagonal terms. The reflectivity presented in Fig. S2 is calculated by Eq. (S26) using scattering theory [2] , for wavevector with one component: (K a , 0). For comparison, for an array in the collective state
reflectivity is unity for all spatial modes within the diffraction limit (Fig. S2b lower label) . However, for an array with a specific periodic modification of the permittivity, the reflectivity drops for transverse modes in a specific region in momentum space (illustrated in red in Fig. S2b upper  label) , realizing V k ⊥ ,Φ → 1 k ⊥ . This state of the array is transparent for specific photonic transverse momentum k ⊥ = K a , similar to phenomena existing in photonic crystals [4] . This enables quantum control over specific photonic qubits, by preparing superpositions of mirror and nonmirror states for the different transverse modes. Analogous to a classical spatial light modulator (SLM) that gives a specific phase or amplitude to specific transverse modes, the quantum metasurface controls quantum gate operations for specific transverse modes (see Eq. (4) in the main text). However, it is important to highlight the difference from the classical counterparts (as SLM and phase masks): coupling between different wavevectors and imperfection in reflectivity is a serious obstacle for quantum information applications, as oppose to classical photonic applications.
VII. MANIPULATING THE MANY BODY STATE VIA RYDBERG INTERACTIONS
We now discuss preparation of superpositions of distinct atomic states. One way to manipulate the many-body state of the atom array is by employing an ancillary atom with a ground state |g and a highly excited Rydberg state |r . For preparing general many body states of the atom array, we condition the evolution of the quantum metasurface on the ancilla state. In particular, by applying local classical fields, a Raman transition of atoms from |g 1 to |g 2 through the Rydberg level (Fig. S3) gives rise to the unitary [5] :
which can be used to prepare entangled state of the atom array. In particular if the ancillary atom is initially prepared in (|g ± |r ) prepares the quantum metasurface in the desired quantum many-body state. In a similar manner the definition ofŴ can be generalized to excite atom arrays to collective states that are coupled and uncoupled to specific transverse modes as described above.
For distinct atomic superposition states the fidelity of the quantum metasurface state limits the light state fidelity also by the projective measurement. In addition, specific errors in the atom array state preparation, affect the fidelity of the photonic state directly by modifying the scattering properties. For simplicity, we assume the depolarization channel is uniform for all atoms, then the fidelity of the atom array state is (1 − ) N resulting the photonic state fidelity: F light = (1 − ) N | ψ f 0 |ψ f | 2 . In Fig. 3 in the main text we present | ψ f 0 |ψ f | 2 for example errors.
